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What is the cellular and functional architecture of the human neocortex, and how does it differ from that of other mammals? It is
a widely held believe that the remarkable evolutionary expansion of the neocortex holds the key to our uniquely human abilities.
Can the origins of our higher cognitive abilities be traced back to the functional contributions of distinctive neocortical cell types, or
perhaps to structural divergence in neocortical wiring? To begin to address these longstanding questions necessitates access to
living human brain tissue for functional studies. We have successfully established a local network of neurosurgeons providing
routine access to vital human neocortical tissue resected during brain surgery. We have begun a program with the goal of cellular
level dissection of the human neocortex via systematic analysis of electrophysiology, cellular morphology, and transcriptomics.

Human neocortical brain slices prepared from these neurosurgical specimens exhibit a remarkable viability that greatly exceeds
the viability of rodent brain slices. This observation led us to establish a platform for human ex vivo brain slice culture and to
explore rapid virus-mediated gene transfer into human neurons over the course of one week in vitro. With this approach we have
achieved high density viral transgene expression in excitatory and inhibitory neuron populations. This has enabled targeted patch
clamp recording of transgene expressing neurons for measurement of intrinsic and synaptic properties, as well as precise
manipulation of neuron firing with light using Channelrhodopsin-2 and monitoring of neuronal activity using GCaMP6. The
feasibility we have demonstrated opens up many new avenues for applying modern molecular genetic tools to study the functional
architecture of the human brain.

With this feasibility in hand, we now intend to harness emerging transcriptomic and epigenetic data to guide the rational design
of novel viral vectors for cell type and cell class-specific transgene expression. Progress in this area is essential to gain access to
the many diverse cell types of the human neocortex, an obligate step towards more precise cellular and circuit level investigations.
Furthermore, the development of novel cell type-specific viral vectors will enable more rapid progress in a wide range of research
areas, from human gene therapy for brain disorders to the functional manipulation and dissection of the neural circuitry basis of
behavior in non-human primates.
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LIVING HUMAN NEOCORTICAL BRAIN SLICES IN VITRO 2.  Feasibility of targeted patch clamp recordings from virus-infected human neocortical neurons.  • We are optimizing self-complementary AAV as an alternative ‘fast’ virus type. Use of AAV will ensure broader
applicability of viral tools to clinical neuroscience and human gene therapy applications. AAVs have recently
been used successfully for high throughput screening of candidate enhancers (Shen et al, 2015).

• We are identifying conserved neocortical cell type- and cell class specific cis-regulatory elements using our
Allen Institute single cell RNA seq and epigenetics datasets (from mouse and human neocortex).

• We are building candidate enhancer libraries and developing functional screening platforms for
characterizing viral reporter expression in the adult mouse and human neocortex.

• We are currently testing several promising promoters and enhancers for labeling of human neocortical
GABAergic types.
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• We have developed a platform for maintaining living adult neurosurgical brain slices of human neocortex in
culture. Furthermore, we have demonstrated the feasibility of performing targeted patch clamp recordings
from diverse neuron types up to one week in vitro.

• We have demonstrated the feasibility of applying ‘fast’ viruses for rapid and widespread neuronal
transduction and transgene expression using diverse transgenes of interest, including fluorophores, opsins,
and genetically encoded calcium indicators. We provide the proof-of-concept for applying modern molecular
genetic tools to target virally-labeled neurons to probe human neocortical microcircuits.

• We have demonstrated the feasibility of sparse genetic labeling of human neocortical neurons in brain slice
cultures using biolistic gene gun transfection as well as patch clamp recording of labeled neurons.

• Prospective labeling of human neocortical cell types will be greatly elevated by efforts to achieve cell type
and cell class-specific viral vectors. Such tools will be useful for cross-species studies to explore the function
of putative orthologous cell types.

• We established a research collaboration local neurosurgeons at two Seattle hospital sites. Human neurosurgical specimens
were obtained by informed consent from patients undergoing surgery for tumor removal or epilepsy. All procedures were
approved under an active IRB protocol at each hospital site. Patient age range is from 18-70 years old.

• Neocortical tissue blocks were collected from temporal or frontal cortex and were distal to pathology (in most cases >1cm
away), thus representing the ‘healthiest’ possible brain tissue that can be ethically collected from human patients. These
portions of neocortex must be removed during the surgery in order to access the underlying damaged tissue and would
otherwise be discarded as ‘waste’ material.

• Tissue blocks are transported to the Allen Institute submerged in sterile ice-cold artificial cerebrospinal fluid under constant
carbogenation (95% O2/ 5% CO2). 300-350 micron thick brain slices are prepared on a Compresstome VF-200 (Precisionary
Instruments) or alternatively using a simple tissue chopper (Leica) using the ‘NMDG protective recovery method’ [Ting et al,
2014] (see also BrainSliceMethods.com for more information).

• For brain slice culture the slices were transferred onto Millipore cell culture membrane inserts in 6 well format and maintained in
a 5% CO2 incubator at 35°C with 1 mL of slice culture medium per well. The slice culture medium formulation was minimally
modified from a published protocol [Opitz-Araya and Barria, 2011].
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An integrative approach to understand mouse and human neocortical cell types

EXPLORING VIRUS TYPES FOR RAPID LABELING

4.  Building viral vectors for cell type and cell class-specific labeling 

3.  Monitoring and manipulating human neocortical neurons in cultured brain slices using GCaMP6s and 
Channelrhodopsin-2.
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5.  Gene gun transfection of human neocortical neurons for sparse labeling 

First human neuron data release to the Allen Cell Types Database is scheduled for 10/17/17 and will 
consist of hundreds of patch clamp recordings and 50-100 full neuron 3D reconstructions

First recording from a gene gun transfected human neocortical interneuron
3 days in vitro, 3 days post transfection

Ultra-sparse labeling will be ideal for 
monosynaptic rabies tracing experiments
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Herpes Simplex Virus Type-1 amplicon vectors
HSV-EF1a-EGFP 4DIV 2DPI 

Self-complementary AAV
scAAV-hSyn1-dTomato serotype DJ

Semliki Forest Virus
SFV1.2-EGFP, 3DIV, 3DPI
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Comparison of fast virus types in mouse brain slice cultures:
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Targeting interneuron subsets

Human GAD1 3Kb fragment
(pan-GABAergic)
Liu et al, 2013

Human SST 2Kb fragment
(Sst interneuron subset)

Fugu SST 2.6 Kb fragment
(neocortical interneuron subsets)
Nathanson et al, 2009 

Short DLX enhancers I12b, I56i, URE2
(pan-GABAergic)
Ghanem et al, 2007
Dimidschstein et al, 2016

Targeting excitatory neuron subsets

CaMKIIa 0.4 and 1.3Kb fragment
(pan-excitatory)
Dittgen et al, 2004

Thy1.2 promoter 4.2 Kb fragment
(predominantly excitatory neuron subsets)
Feng et al, 2000 

*Other large promoter fragments up to ~10Kb 
can easily be tested in HSV amplicon vectors 

*cell type specific expression using cell type 
promoters and HSV-1 amplicon vectors has 
previously been demonstrated (Ferguson et al, 
2011)
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